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Abstract 
The study of the relation of ‘phonological representation and phonetic output’ is a 
controversial contemporary issue. Patricia Donegan (2002:1) notes two schools of 
thought: Generativists and naturalist views. To him, the naturalistic school sees 
the relation as a ‘universally determined act of speaking’, which is related to the 
underlying representation and phonetic realization. The generative school on the 
other hand accounts for the relation to be a product of ‘language specific rules’. 
The generative school is the most recent school of thought on phonological 
processes. The motivation for this study is the perceived distinct curios regular use 

of voiceless alveolar and velar consonant by the Ibaram speakers of Ìluẹnì an 

Àbèsàbèsi language cluster. The sound change phenomenon other Ìluẹnì native 
speaking communities (Ìyànì and Gèdègédé in a discussion) assume to be as a 

result of malformation in the speech track of the ‘Ibaram Ìluẹnì’ speakers. The 
study, which is comparative in nature, adopts the Optimality theoretical 
framework, which is one of the current phonological theories within the 
generative phonological model to analyze the data collected. The assumption that 
Ibaram has no voiced velar consonant proves to be false. Findings reveal that in 

most cases, the voicing of velar consonant in Ibaram Ìluẹnì is nasality feature 
motivated.  
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1 Introduction 

The indigent of Ìbaràmù, Ìyànì and Gèdègédé identify themselves and language as Ìluẹnì 

(Agoyi 2008:5). The communities of Ìluẹnì speakers are in Akoko North West Local 

Government of Ondo State. Ìluẹnì is one of the variant of Àbèsàbèsì. The current 
population of speakers is not known for two reasons: Each community is made up of non-
indigents; the 2006 national population did not specify the population of each community. 
However, the NPC population estimate of Akoko North West local government in Ondo 

state is 211,8671. Speakers of Ìluẹnì, Èkiròmì, Ọ ̀ṣùgù and Akpes generally refer to 

                                                 
1 The population is called from 2009; Extraordinary: Federal Republic of Nigeria Official Gazette 
no.2 Vol. 96:37 
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themselves and language as Àbèsàbèsì2.  Ìluẹnì is one of the languages officially classified 
as Akpes cluster. Not much research is on the language. This paper traces the phenomenon 
of voicing and devoicing in the speech form of one of the native speaker community. The 
main objective is to investigate the constraint that guide voicing and devoicing in the 

speech of Ìbàraù speakers of Ìluẹnì. 
 
2. Literature Review 
There various definition of the concept of voicing and non-voicing in phonological 
terms.Oyebade (008:33) sees voice sounds as sounds produced with laryngeal 
configuration permitting periodic vibration in the vocal cords’. Sounds without such 
vibrations are voiceless sounds. The implication is that the laryngeal and vocal cords play 
important roles in identifying if a sound is voice or not. 
 
Researchers see voicing as a sound change where a voiceless sound becomes voice due to 
its phonological environment while devoicing is the opposite realization of the 
phenomenon described above (Kubisz 2010:1, D’Souza,2018, Gašper 2012:2. The two terms 
may refer to ‘sonorization’ and desonorisation of sounds; that is from voice sounds to 
voiceless sounds and voiceless sounds to voice sounds. The processes are universally 
predictable in languages that attest any of them. Many researchers investigate the 
phenomenon in languages of the world with suggestion of universal constraints to account 
for the process. Works of some of the researchers include Kenstowicz (19944), Wissing and 
Zonneveld (2012). 
 
Kenstowicz M (1994:61) opine that ‘a phonological inventory’ is ‘the grammar’s utilizing a 
subset of Universal grammar set of feature ‘to encode the language’s lexical 
representation’. The implication is that a language usually select some set of features from 
the pull of available features in UG to produce the grammatical entries. ‘Laryngeal feature 
of voiced and spread. Some of the examples he mention include French use of voice to 
distinguish [t] from [d] in the lexicon, Thai uses voice and spread to distinguish the sounds 
with [+coronal, +alveolar -voice t], [+coronal, +alveolar +spread [th] and +coronal, 
+alveolar +voice d] sound. Even Hindu distinguishes the alveolar plosives in four 
dimensions. The language features [+coronal, +labial,-voice p]; [+coronal, +labial, +spread, 
-voice ph] on one hand and [+coronal, +labial +voice b]; [+coronal +labial, +spread, +voice 
bh] on the other. Contributing to the discussion on sound change motivation, Gašper (2012) 
to discuss the two existing schools of thought on the subjected. The schools are the Analytic 
Bias which holds that sound change is predictable by taking phonological processes into 
consideration and the Channel Bias school of thought that considers the articulatory and 
perceptual tendencies as motivation for common universal phonological processes.( 
Gašper 2012). The implication of the above claim is that languages of the word utilize the 
voicing and devoicing feature as indicated above in grammatical distinction of lexical 

                                                 
2Read  Agoyi T. O 2008 for more details. 
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items, using universal rules. Data showing examples of such in Friulian dialect of Itallian3 
are below. 

1. wáp   ‘blind’  kwárp  ‘body’  
2. warb-it    ‘sty’  kwarp-ut ‘dimin’ 
3. piéd-i  ‘to lose’  dint  ‘tooth’ 
4. piért  3rd per. Sg din-ísin ‘dimin’ (Kenstowicz M 1994:83) 

From Friulian data above, one can predict that in the language a voiceless obstruent 
becomes voice in the environment of high front vowel.  
This paper adopts the position of the Channel school of thought in the discussion of 

the devoicing feature in ìbaràmù Ìluẹnì attests.  
 

 Some of the research that worked on devoicing in relation to African languages include 
Wissing and  Zonneveld (2012) who  observe final devoicing as a robust phenomenon in 
Second language acquisition. Research shows that final devoicing is a common feature in 
languages such as ‘Africanas, Dutch, German and Russian’.  Speakers of English as second 
language in Twswana imposes final devoicing in English though the feature is not a 
phonological phenomenon of Tswana and English. Wissing and Zonneveld carried a 
phonetic experiment on the final devoicing observed in the ‘utterances of Tswana native 
speakers’ using inter-language phonology model.  
Research findings vowels can be devoiced. Vijay and D‘Souza (2018:34) discuss the High 
vowel devoicing in ‘Hurusso Aka a Proto Sino Tibetan’ language spoken by ‘Ĝusso’ tribe 
in ‘West Kameng District of Arunachal Pradesh’, India. Kubisz (2010:1) discusses the 
phenomenon of word-final devoicing in African American Vernacular English. He 
explains how  

5. …d# > t    -Alveolar voice stop becomes alveolar voiceless stop at word-final 
position 

6. or ……d#t > t# t –Alveolar voice stop becomes voiceless stop when followed by a 
voiceless sound. 
 

Ìluẹnì attests sound change motiẹated by devoicing of alveolar voice stop that is 

similar to the one Kubisz proposes in 5 above. In addition, devoicing in Ìluẹnì is 

not limited to alveolar stop in Ìluẹnì utterance. It extends to velar stop. The present 
paper will present and analyze the perceived alveolar and velar stop devoicing in 
the data collected. The next section of the paper discusses the theoretical 
framework for a better understanding. 
 
 
 

                                                 
3 The information and data on Italian Fruilian dialect is called from Kenstowics M 1994:83 
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.1. Theoretical Framework 
Optmality is a theoretical framework work that asume that an uttrance  reflects resolution 
of conflicts between compiting candidates in the consraints4 that bind the language 
performance. The candidates which are basically sound feature combination interaction 
for well formdness in output production. In Generative Phonological model, constraints 
are Universal: All constraints are present in each language of the world. The two opposing 
constraint that interact ate faithfulness and Markedness constraints. Faithfulness 
constraints advocate preservation of the input linguistic features in the output utterance, 
the markdeness constraints that holds that ‘all linguistic structure have two values: 
‘marked’ and unmarked. Universal grammar seeks to avoid marked values while 
unmarked valued are preferred.  However, grammars use unmarked values to ‘create 
contrast’ in language performance Kanger R 2001:2). Linguistic research shows that 
marked linguistic elements are not fundamentally ‘ill-formed…. unmarked elements are 
rooted in the articulatory and perceptual system’ of the grammar (Kager R 2001:3). The 
implication is that grammar tolerates marked elements marked values in the output but 
do not preferred them.  Since the unmarked values are present in all grammar output, then 
constraints are violable. The fact that some constraints seeks to preserve input elements in 
the output while some set of constraints seek to disallowed some elements of input values 
in the  ‘grammar’s output’, presupposes conflict in the two sets of constraint interaction. 
Optimality suggests constraint ranking in a language particular preference for the ‘conflict 
resolution’.  
 
Constraint ranking separates universal grammatical elements from the language particular 
phenomenon (Kanger R 2001:9). The Implication of the above is that constraints are 
universal that is present in all grammars of languages of the world, each language ranking 
is language specific; dialects also re-rank the constraints to account for its variant output 
form.   
 
In This paper, six constraints interact to account for the voicing phenomenon in Ìbaram 

speakers of Ìluẹnì. The Constraints are: 
7. IDENT-IO (voice) A faithfulness constraints that says: the value of the feature 
voice of an input must be persevered in its output (2001:40) correspondent  
8 IDENT ONSET:(voice)  -IɒVO  A faithfulness constraints that says: the value of the 

feature voice of a tautsllabic with following sonorant segment should be identical 
to an underlying voice specification (Wexzels and Mascoró 2001:201)  

9. *NC ̥ -Markedness Constraint:N0 nasal Plus voiceless obstruent sequences (Kanger 
R 2001:61) 

10. IDENT (VOICE) (Iɒvo): Consonant should be faithful to an Underlying voice 
specification. (Wexzels and Mascoró 2001:201) 

                                                 
4 Richard Nordigbuist (2019)’s opinion on The Definition and Usage of Optimality Theory; 
updated on July 3rd 1999, thoughtco.com/optimality-theory.or.ot.1691360  
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11. AGREE Obstruent Clusters should agree in voicing. (Wexzels and Mascoró 
2001:201) 
The constraint are arranged in language specific order to account for the surface 
speech utterance. 
 

.3.1 Devoicing in Ìluẹnì 

Before discussing the issue of devoicing in Ìbaràmù Ìluẹnì, the paper will present the Ìluẹnì 
consonant chart with the hope of indicating the articulators of the sounds that undergo 
change in reaction to constraints imposed by the natural environment of the sound in a 
meaningful string. The articulatory and perceptive parameters are used in conformity to 
test the interaction of phonetic and perceptual constraint in universal grammar. 

Ìluẹnì Consonants 

Lab labiodental  dental   alveolar  palate-alveolar   palatal  velar labiovelar   glottis 
   vl v     vl        vl  v                 v                vl  v    vl v       vl   v               vl5 

Plosives    p                b          t                     d      k              g    kp                 gb 
Nasals  m n              ɲ       ŋ 
Fricatives   f s   ʃ     h 
Affricates       ʧ   ʤ 
lateral          l 

Aproximal      ɉ    w 
 

Ìluẹnì phonological sound change involves  alveolar and velar articulators. The 
implication is that the dialect attests  [k >t] and [g > to k]. 
 

Data collected from Ìbaràmù speakers of Ìluẹnì attests devoicing of post alveolar 
and velar plosives  

12. [+Post Alveolar,+Voice, +Stop] [+Post Alveolar, -Voice, +Stop]#  
The perceived devoicing is peculiar to the Ìbaràmu variant of the sub-language. 

Other Ìluẹnì speakers do not feature the perceive devoicing. 
Examples of data that attest the phonological phenomenon under discussion are.  
 

13. Alveolar Plosives 

Ìbaràmù Ìyànì   Gèdègédé 
a. ebiti ebidi   ebidi  ‘palm tree/fruit’ 
b. imuti imudi   imudi  ‘palm oil/oil’ 

c. ọmútẹ ọmúdẹ   ọmúdẹ  ‘pistol’ 
d. iwùtì ìwùdì   ìwùdì  `stomarch/inside’ 
e. àwòtì àwòdi   àwòdì   ‘left’ 

                                                 
5 Vl =voiceless V = voice 
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f. kpẹti kpẹdi   kpẹdi  ‘jump’ 
g. ihuti ihudi   ihudi  ‘charchoal 
h. hutà hudà   hudà  ‘forget’ 
i. kètì  kèdì   kèdì  ‘carry’ 

In 7 all the lexical items in Ìbaràmù feature voiceless alveolar plosive /t/ at the syllable 
final position while the items in Ìyaànì and Gèdègédé attest /d/ at the syllable final 
position. A curious observation of the behaviour of velar sounds in examples in 8 below, 
suggest a regular phonological process of devoicing which is the focus of this paper. Note 
that there is no voice alveolar sound.in all of the sounds. Presume that the underlying form 
of the lexical items feature voice alveolar stop similar to Ìyànì and Gèdègédé variant. 
Ìbaràmù speakers arrange the six constraints to account for the wining candidate generate 
to compete for optimization on tableaux 1 below. 
 
Tableaux 1 

Candidate 

ọ̀kọ ̀dọ̀ 

*NC ̥ AGREE IɒVO *V IɒONS VO 
 

☞ọ̀kọ ̀tọ̀      

ọ̀kọ ̀dọ̀    *!!  

ọ̀tọ ̀tọ̀   *!!   

ọkàtọ ̀      

ọ̀kọ ̀pọ̀  *!!    

 
From tableaux 1, five candidate compete for the surface form of the utterance. The 

candidate that emerges winner is ọ ̀kọ̀tọ ̀.  
Examples in data in show utterances that feature velar stop devoicing. 

14. Velar Plosives 
i. Ibaram  Ìyànì  Gèdègédé 
ii. òdùkù  òdùgù  òdùgù  ‘leg’ 

iii. ọ̀lukù  ọ̀lugu                  ọ̀lugu  ‘arrow’ 
iv. asukù  asugù  asugù  ‘ear’ 

v. ẹtṣaki  ẹtṣagi  ẹtsagi  ‘crab’ 

vi. ẹ̀ṣẹ̀kì  ẹ̀ṣẹ̀gì  ẹ̀ṣẹ̀gì  ‘surfer’  
vii. ibùkì  ìbùgì  ìbùgì  ‘all’ 
viii. ìkpòkì  ìkpògì  ìkpò  ‘small yam’ 
ix. ògbòkì  ògbògì  ògbòkì  ‘stream’ 

x. ẹkòkò  agògò  agògò  ‘calabash bow’l 

xi. iṣo ẹduku  iṣo ẹdugu  iṣo ẹdugu  ‘big house’ 

xii. ewùlẹ ẹdukuduku ewùlẹ̀ ẹdugudugu ewùlẹ ẹdugudugu ‘very big yam’ 
xiii. suku   sugu  sugu  ‘miss road/way’ 
xiv. loki   logi  logi  ‘ help’ 
xv. sàkì    sàgì  sàgì   ‘call’ 

xvi. tṣika   tṣiga  tṣiga  ‘stand up’ 

xvii. yọkonu  yọgonu  yọgonu            ‘ gosip’    

xviii. làkẹ   làgẹ  làgẹ  ‘break it’ 
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xix. kpòkì  kpògi  kpògi  flow 
xx. bùki   bugi  bugi  beat 
xxi. yakasà  yagasà  yagasà  hide 
xxii. yakasì  yagasì  yagasì  warn 
xxiii. ko   go  go  swear 

xxiv. lòkìnẹ̀  lògìnẹ̀  lògìnẹ̀  be rotten/spoit  
xxv. ònì kó  òni gó  ònì gó  ‘I am’ 
xxvi. òsì kó  òsì gó  òsì gó  ‘you are (singular)’ 
xxvii. èkuru  èguru  èguru  ‘town’ 

xxviii. ẹduku  ẹdugu  ẹdugu  ‘big’ 

From the data in 14, it is obvious that Ìbàràmù feature devoicing that involves velar as a 
phonological process. A quick glance at the data presupposes that the dialect does not 
feature the voice velar plosive. The computation for the winning candidate is in tableaux 
2. 
Tableaux 2 

Candidate 
òdùgù 

*NC ̥ AGREE IɒVO *V IɒONS VO 
 

☞òdùkù      

òdùgù    *!!  

ògùkù   *!!   

òdùdù      

òdùpù  *!!    

 
The wining candidate in tableaux 2 is òdùkù because it incurs no violation. 
 Examples in 15 below do not support the presumption made on the examples in 14..   

15. Ibàràmù  Ìyànì   Gèdègèdè   

i..ẹngùngùn  ogùgù  ogùgù  ‘milipied’ 

ii. ẹ̀ngẹ̀ iṣo  ẹ̀gẹ ̀ iṣo  ẹ̀gẹ ̀ iṣo  ‘house door’ 

iii. ẹ̀nguruguru  eguruguru oguruguru ‘snail’ 

iv. ẹngẹtṣi  ẹngẹji  ẹngẹji  ‘donkey’ 

v. ọngu   ongu  ẹngu  ‘vulture’ 
vi. ìnge   n ̀ge  n ̀ge  ‘so’ 

vii. gùm ẹ  gum ẹ  gum ẹ  ‘cover it (with sand/soil)’ 

 
From 15 above it is obvious that the three dialect continum attest the velar plosive /g/. It 
is possible to assume that the sound occur in free variation. However, a careful analysis of 
the environment of velar stop occurrence in Ìbaràmù utterance suggests that the sound is 
constraints to the environment of [+nasal] sounds in Ìbàràmù. It occurs with any sound in 

Ìyànì and Gèdègèdè that are Ìluẹnì speakers. The implication is that Ìbàràmù is faithful to 
the universal constraint that disallows devoice of contiguous nasal sounds. Agoyi 
(forthcoming) is working on the nasality and nasalization in Àbèsàbèsi. The research will 
give an in-depth analysis of the nasality phenomenon in the language. Computation for a 
wining candidate is on tableaux is on tableaux 3. 
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Tableaux 3 

Candidate 

ẹ ̀gẹ ̀ iṣo  

*NC ̥ AGREE IɒVO *V IɒONS VO 
 

☞ ẹ ̀ngẹ ̀ iṣo     *!!  

ẹ ̀nkẹ ̀ iṣo *!!     

ẹ ̀kẹ ̀ iṣo  *!!    

ẹ ̀tẹ ̀ iṣo  *!!    

ẹ ̀ngì iṣo      

 
In tableaux 3 all the candidates incur constraint violation, but the candidate that violates 

the list constraints is ẹ ̀ngẹ ̀ iṣo ‘door’. It is therefore the wining candidate on the tableaux. 
The implication is that ‘constraints are violable’. The candidate that incurs the list violation 
is the winner. 
This research observe some exceptions in the data collected. The examples are in 10 below. 

16. Exeception 

Ìbaràmù  Ìyànì  Gèdègédé  Gloss 

i. ẹ́ ga  ẹ́ ga  ẹ  ga   ‘it is/was enough’ 
ii. agògò  agògò  agògò   ‘big bowl for carrying load’ 
 

The research has not been able to postulate verifiable explanation for the forms in 16. It is 
possible to argue that the realization of the lexical items are word from the neighbouring 
dialect. But the argument is week because all the dialect are variants of one speech form. 
The lexical items may be from the proto form a diachronic historical set. Because this study 
is synchronic, future study of the phonological processes in the language will attempt a 
diachronic account of the phenomenon. The researcher is of the opinion that the exception 
are not enough to disprove the argument in favour of devoicing as a phonological process 

in Ìbàràmù Ìluẹnì, which is the subject matter of the paper. 
 
4. Findings and Conclusion 
The issue of devoicing as a phonological process is the focus of this paper. The a 

comparative data of Ìluẹnì reveal that Ìbaràmù speech form attest devoicing of alveolar 

stop and velar stop which is not perceived in autrance of other Ìluẹnì speaking 
communities. The phonological process of sound change is a universal feature  in 
languages of the world. Synchronic study of the process reveals that it is a common feature 
in a second language acquisition.  
 
Conclusively, the paper has contributed to the discussion on devoicing as a phonological 
process. It proves that motivation devoicing in African speech is not a feature of second 
language acquisition. It is present in the grammar of the speakers.   
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